April 22, 2021

We are proud to celebrate our volunteers this week for National Volunteer Week! Our
team of more than 100 volunteers have contributed to exhibitions, events, Japanese
classes, and library. Thank you very much to all of our wonderful volunteers!
Continue to check out outstanding Japanese stage performances with the Stage Beyond
Borders project. These performances can be experienced free of charge with multilingual
subtitles at the Japan Foundation's Youtube channel. Also, don't forget to sign up for
Understanding Japanese Architecture, an online lecture with award-winning architect
Dr. Henry Tsang on May 6. For more upcoming JFT events as well as online
resources, see details below >

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
Now Available

ONLINE
PERFORMING ARTS

Stage Beyond Borders - Selection of
Japanese Performances

March 30 - May 5

ONLINE EXHIBITION

11 Stories on Distanced Relationships:
Contemporary Art From Japan

March 30 - May 15

ONLINE TALKS

Japan Canada Literary Exchange
The Impact of the Pandemic on Society
and Creativity: Perspectives from Writers
from Japan and Canada

April 28

ONLINE TEACHERS
WORKSHOP

Let’s get together! Japanese-Language
Teachers in Canada

May 5

ONLINE TEACHERS
WORKSHOP

JFT Online 'Sawakai' for Japanese
Teachers

May 6

ONLINE LECTURE

Understanding Japanese Architecture

JFT NEWS
National Volunteer Week
The Japan Foundation, Toronto, is proud to celebrate
National Volunteer Week (April 18 - 24)!
We are deeply grateful of our 100+ volunteers who
contribute to the success of our programming. Have a
lovely week. We look forward to seeing you once inperson volunteering restarts!
If you would like to find out about volunteer opportunities,
please contact info@jftor.org
Contemporary Art Online

11 Stories on Distanced Relationships:
Contemporary Art from Japan
Wednesday, March 30 - Wednesday, May 5

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown measures, many artists in Japan are
using the Internet as a venue for showcasing their artwork. The Japan Foundation
presents an online exhibition with the aim of promoting new artistic exchange during the
time of COVID-19. The project will present a world of diverse contemporary art that are
relevant to our times, featuring new video works on the theme of “Translating the
Distance” by 11 Japanese artists, accompanied by the curators’ texts.
Details >
Japan Canada Literary Exchange

The Impact of the Pandemic on Society and
Creativity: Perspectives from Writers from
Japan and Canada
Tuesday, March 30 – Saturday, May 15
@ONLINE, admission free, registration not required
All talks in English and Japanese with subtitles in English
and Japanese
Join this special literary exchange of online talks by iconic, award winning authors from
Canada (Margaret Atwood, Katherine Govier, Vincent Lam ) and Japan (ASADA Jiro,
KIRINO Natsuo, HIRANO Keiichiro) in conjunction with the 30th anniversary of the
establishment of the Japan Foundation, Toronto. The authors will share their unique
perspectives on societal, cultural, and personal transformations that have occurred
throughout the past year, and how their observations of these changes might influence
their own literary creations.
Presented by The Japan P.E.N. Club and The Japan Foundation, Toronto.

Details >
Online Teachers' Professional Development

Let’s get together! Japanese-Language
Teachers in Canada
Wednesday, April 28, 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM (EDT)
Theme:
@ONLINE, admission free, registration required
As more and more programs are being conducted online there are increasing
opportunities for those involved in Japanese-language education in Canada to gather and
share information. There is great variety in the levels and areas being covered within
Japanese-language education, however, and this gathering aims to target specific groups
and themes to allow for deeper discussion of relevant topics.
Details >
Online Teachers' Professional Development

JFT Online 'Sawakai' for Japanese Teachers
32nd 'Sawakai':
Wednesday, May 5, 6:00 PM - 6:40 PM (EDT)
Topic: "1st Anniversary! Experience Online VR"
@ONLINE, admission free, registration required

The JFT Online 'Sawakai' for Japanese Teachers is a place where teachers can share
with others how their online classes are going. All topics are welcome, including if you
have any ideas you would like to try out, anything you feel a little stuck on, etc. Why not
take the opportunity to talk with other teachers from across Canada? (*These gatherings
will be conducted in Japanese.)
Details >
Online Lecture

Understanding Japanese Architecture
Thursday, May 6, 8:00 PM (EDT)
@ONLINE, admission free, registration required

Fascinated by Japanese architecture & design? Join us for a lecture by Dr. Henry Tsang,
architecture professor at Athabasca University who will introduce key design principles
that have permeated traditional and contemporary Japanese spaces.
Details >

Job Posting: Part-time Lecturer in Japanese-Language
Application deadline: Monday, May 31
This job posting is for a part-time lecturer in Japanese-Language for a period of (1) year,
with possibility of renewal.

Details >
Library News

JFT Digital Library
Browse for your next great read on JFT OverDrive! Visit
JFT OverDrive or download the Libby app and sign in with
your library card number and PIN to instantly borrow from
our digital collection. To get a new library card or to renew
your existing card, please follow the instructions found
here.
JFT OverDrive
Details>

JFT Book Club Online
The JFT Library hosted JFT Book Club Online – Bring
Your Own Book on Thursday April 8. Thank you to all
those who participated! Check out the Book Club book list
to get recommendations for your next read. The next book
club meeting will be announced soon!
Details >
Performing Arts Online

STAGE BEYOND BORDERS SELECTION OF JAPANESE PERFORMANCES
Now Available - Ongoing
@Japan Foundation YouTube Channel, free, all in
Japanese with English subtitles. Watch Trailer >
The Japan Foundation is presenting the online series STAGE BEYOND BORDERS Selection of Japanese Performances. A new series of 18 outstanding stage performances
that aims to showcase Japan's excellent stage performances online to global audiences
including CANADA.
Details >
Grimm’s Fairy Tale – The Girl, the Devil and the Mill
Directed by MIYAGI Satoshi, Shizuoka Performing Arts
Center | Text by Olivier PY
Japanese with English subtitles | 87 minutes
*Click CC for subtitles

In this original play-with-music, the French playwright,
director and actor Olivier PY presents “The Girl Without
Hands,” a folklore story about a girl whose hands are
chopped off by the Devil that was gathered by the
German brothers Jacob and Wilhelm GRIMM and first
published in 1812.
Watch here >
WAREWARE NO MOROMORO (Our Stories…)
a Japan-France collaboration by the T2G Théâtre de

Gennevilliers and IWAI Hideto
Japanese with English subtitles | 120 minutes
*Click CC for subtitles

In 2018, IWAI was invited by the Festival d'Automne à
Paris to create a play based on the life stories of four
amateur and three professional French actors aged from
20-plus to 82 he could select by audition during visits to
the Gennevilliers suburb in northwestern Paris that is
home to many immigrant families and their children.
Watch here >

JAPAN FOUNDATION PROGRAMS
Japanese Language Education Programs

Details on FY2021 Japan Foundation Toronto Local Grant Programs for
Japanese-Language Education now available!
JFT Support Program for Organizations in Japanese-Language Education (Special
Program in response to COVID-19)
This program is intended to provide urgent support for various kinds of new activities in
response to COVID-19, such as preparation and training for online
lessons/events/teaching materials, implemented by overseas organizations involved in
Japanese-language education in Canada.
Details >
2021 JFT Local Grant Program for Japanese-Language Education
This program is intended to promote Japanese-language education in Canada by
providing support to a wide range of activities essential to the dissemination of Japaneselanguage and the development of Japanese-language education.
Details >
Japanese Language Education Program

Fiscal Year 2021 Online Training Program for
Teachers of the Japanese-Language
New application deadline: May 14, 2021

The Japan Foundation Japanese-Language Institute, Urawa will conduct a new “Online
Training Program for Japanese-Language Teachers” in FY 2021. The application deadline
for this online training program was December 2020, but the deadline has been extended
to May 14, 2021 as the number of participants failed to meet capacity.
Details >

JAPAN FOUNDATION SUPPORTED EVENTS
The Museum of Anthropology at UBC presents

A FUTURE FOR MEMORY /
Art and Life After the Great East Japan

Earthquake /
Supported by the Japan Foundation

Thursday, February 11 - Sunday, September 5

On March 11, 2011, Japan was rocked by a massive earthquake that caused extensive
damage to the Great Eastern region. The ensuing tsunami swallowed up coastal towns,
and caused irrevocable damage to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
In the 10th anniversary year of the Great East Japan Earthquake, or 3.11, A Future for
Memory addresses how we deal with memory when our physical surroundings are
drastically altered. The works in the exhibition trigger memories, emotions and
imaginations. They serve as more than objects of memory; they remind us of the force of
nature and the continuous efforts of survivors to rebuild their lives.
Details >
Watch the opening remarks here >
Centre for Japanese Research, UBC presents

Ainu, Okinawa and Indigeneity Series
Supported by the Japan Foundation, Toronto

@ONLINE, free
Shortly over a month after our Hokkaidō 150 event, the Japanese Diet on April 19, 2019
approved a bill to officially recognize the Ainu as Indigenous to Japan and to promote and
protect Ainu culture. But, has anything changed since then? Uchinānchu/Okinawan
people continue to face different types of challenges and struggles as they are not
officially recognized as “Indigenous” or even as “a minority group.” While Ainu and
Uchinānchu people are distinct groups, and “Indigeneity” is an identity embraced by some
and not others, we are keen to continue exploring issues facing these people as we renew
our mutual commitment to justice, truth, and reconciliation.
Details >
Japan International MANGA Award

15th Japan International MANGA Award
Application Period:
Wednesday, April 7 - Thursday, July 8 (Japan Time)
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan launched the 15th Japan International MANGA
Award with the goal to spread MANGA culture overseas and promote international cultural
exchanges through MANGA. Gold and Silver Award winners will be invited to Japan for 10
days to attend the award ceremony.
Details >
Winners of the 2020 Manga Award >

COMMUNITY EVENTS

Japan Society New York

When Practice Becomes Form: Carpentry
Tools From Japan
Thursday, March 11 - Sunday, July 11
@ONLINE, admission free, registration required
Get an introduction to their new exhibition that celebrates the enduring and sustainable
spirit of the centuries long tradition of Japanese craftsmanship.
Details >
Virtual Exploration with Sou Fujimoto >
View exhibition here >
Downloadable digital catalogue here >

ONLINE RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Gallery Recommendation

Masterpiece of the Week
Miroku Bosatsu, Bodhisattva Maitreya
Sitting contemplatively in the half-lotus position

National Treasure
Height 123.3cm
Wood, red pine
7th century
At Kōryūji Temple, Kyoto

Out on the western outskirts of Kyoto lies the quiet Buddhist temple of Kōryūji. It is the
home of the Miroku Bosatsu, the Bodhisattva of the Future. The Miroku Bosatsu of Kōryūji
is National Treasure Number One in the Japanese registry of historic objects, and carved
in 603 by a Korean sculptor.
Details >
Additional information here >
Additional images > one, two
Performing Arts Recommendation

Jiuta-mai Dance:
KANAWA, Iron Crown
Streaming of Japanese Classical Dance from the
performance of Traditional Kyoto-Osaka Dances.
16 min. 2 sec. | Japanese with English subtitles
Recorded at National Theatre, Tokyo on November 21,
2020

Danced by INOUE Yachiyo
Jiuta Shamisen & singing by
TOMIYAMA Seikin and TOMIYAMA Kiyohiro
Details >
Watch here >

Translation Competition

6th JLPP International Translation Competition
Application Period:
Tuesday, June 1 - Saturday, July 31 (Japan time)
Open Call for JP-EN Translators!
The 6th JLPP International Translation Competition is
calling for applicants of all nationality and ages. Aspiring
translators (those without book-length publication
experience) are most welcome to apply. Applicants must
translate two source texts from the Fiction and Criticism
and Essay categories.
Details >







